Identification of a growth hormone gene promoter repressor element and its cognate double- and single-stranded DNA-binding proteins.
In previous investigations, cell fusion was found to silence either the endogenous rat growth hormone (GH) gene or a transfected rat GH gene promoter, implying that repression plays a role in regulation of this gene. To search the rat GH gene promoter for repressor sequences, a series of 5'-deleted GH-CAT constructs was analyzed by transient expression in GH3 rat pituitary cells. Deletion of either a distal region between positions -307/-244 or a proximal sequence between -169/-152 increased CAT enzymatic activity by 3-4-fold. Since the action of the proximal repressor element (PRE) at -169/-152 was serum-independent, and the element is located between two strong positive elements, the PRE and its cognate binding proteins were further analyzed. A 5-base pair sequence centered at -163 is critical for PRE repressor activity, since mutation of this sequence in GH-CAT constructs yielded 6-11-fold increases in expression in GH3 cells. Although the PRE is adjacent to the GH thyroid hormone (T3) response region, they are distinct elements, since the PRE mutation has little effect on the T3 response of GH-CAT constructs. Nuclear extracts of 10 cell lines were searched by DNA mobility shift for protein(s) binding specifically to a double-stranded PRE probe. No such protein was detected in any of four rodent pituitary cell lines or three human cell lines. However, three different rodent non-pituitary cell lines yielded a common shifted band, corresponding to a DNA sequence-specific PRE-binding protein (PREB). Similar analysis with the coding strand of the PRE detected no shifted band in any of these cell lines. However, the PRE noncoding strand yielded a common shifted band in all of the cell lines, corresponding to a ubiquitous, strand-specific, single-stranded PRE-binding protein (ssPREB). Mutation of the PRE permitted ssPREB binding to the coding strand, implying that the wild-type coding strand somehow excludes ssPREB binding. That PREB and ssPREB are distinct proteins was confirmed by the inability of their DNA binding sites to cross-compete binding of the proteins.